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Meet Gareth Ingram, our recently appointed 
Framework Director in our Asset Survey and 
Inspection division (formally known as 
Water Operations). Currently responsible 
for our frameworks in the south of the 
UK, Gareth has had a long and extensive 
career with us, so we thought it would be 
great to have a chat about his experiences.  

 
What is it like to work for RPS Asset Survey and Inspection?  

In my time with RPS, I’ve managed to progress through the ranks, holding various roles and 
facing different challenges in my field. Today, as a member of senior leadership, I still face 
similar exciting challenges. I operate in the Water sector, providing services such as Leakage 
Detection, Water Efficiency audits and Network Flushing for the major water companies 
across the south of the UK. 

In my new role, I am responsible for a team of 296 full-time engineers (FTE), consisting of 
Field Technicians, Team Leaders, Data Analysts and a Regional Management team. 
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The UK water industry and RPS have both changed 
massively in the past decade. Our clients have been 
challenged hard by the regulator over the AMP7 to 
both improve outputs and to get the right results, 
such as a mandatory minimum 15% reduction target 
for water leakage over the AMP period. For us to 
help our clients deliver this, we’ve similarly risen to 
the challenge to be more forward thinking, with an 
ethos of continuous improvement. We have driven 
efficiencies using both our expertise and digital 
solutions in-office, as well as field activity to drive  
our clients’ performance to new heights. 

Working for RPS has been challenging, rewarding 
and exciting. My ambition has been met with 
opportunity to progress my career, with recognition 
of my personal milestones along my journey. 
accommodate, so here I am just over four years later!
 

What attracted you to a job as a Framework 
Director and what makes it exciting?  

I initially joined RPS in August 2002, fresh-faced  
out of secondary school at the age of 16. Back then  
I didn’t have much of a plan, with RPS being my  
first step into full-time employment, as a Trainee 
Leakage Technician. 

I quickly realised that I had a strong passion for this 
industry and began delivering sustainable solutions 
to our clients across the UK. I spent a decade in the 
field learning my trade and developing my technical 
expertise, which I’ve carried through the ranks over the 
past nine years, into management and leadership roles. 
The opportunity to bring my technical knowledge and 
experience into a senior leadership position is exciting, 
and I have great confidence in how I can add value and 
take the business forward. 

What I like most about my current role is the people, 
some of whom have been on the same journey, and 
the chance to support them in realising their ambition, 
whilst delivering outstanding results for our clients. 
At RPS, there is a strong focus on nurturing and 
developing a high-performing team culture with a 
continuous improvement mindset. 
 

Describe a typical day at work as a Framework 
Director for RPS.  

Each day at RPS brings new and different challenges 
compared to the day before. The locations I visit  
and activity I undertake frequently vary, with  
different demands from our clients, both internally  
and externally. 

Internally, we currently have a suite of ongoing and 
continuous improvement initiatives, which are key 
to taking our division forward. An example of one 
of these is Health and Safety improvements and 
making RPS a great place to do great work, based on 
feedback received in our 2021 Your Voice Survey of 
our employees. There is also a strong focus on driving 
performance efficiencies through Key Performance 
Indicator (KPI) development and implementation, 
streamlining processes, and bringing new innovative 
solutions to both RPS and our clients. 

I also have frequent external engagement and 
interaction with our clients focused both on current 
service delivery and future opportunities. I try and 
keep a keen eye on staying ahead of the competition 
by anticipating the needs and demands of my clients, 
with forward-thinking, solution-based actions and 
outputs. I have a number of key clients including South 
West Water, Dwr Cymru Welsh Water, Wessex Water, 
Southern Water and Thames Water. 

I also enjoy the opportunity to get out in the field on 
occasion, engaging with our field force directly, to 
better understand their issues and feed into where 
improvements can be made. 

 
What do you enjoy doing outside of work  
as a Framework Director?  

I was an avid sportsman with rugby being my sport of 
choice, with an amateur career spanning 15 years. I 
enjoy family life as well, with two fast-growing children 
and my six-year-old taking over the reins in Mini Rugby 
as well, to keep me on my toes!  
 


